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Valley networks discovered on Venus are hypothesized to be similar to the sapping 
valleys on Earth and Mars [1][2]. Here we report the geologic associations for 14 valley 
networks and discuss various implication for lava petrogenesis. We also evaluate various 
material to see if they can explain valley formation. 

Geoloeical - set tin^ of venusian valleys: 12 out of the 14 valley networks discovered to date 
occur in or  near the highland regions which are presumably highly fractured. 7 valley 
networks are found to occur in close association with coronae. The orientations of 
individual valley segments are some times consistent with the concentric and radial fracture 
trends caused by the tectonic activity of coronae. These relationships suggest that valleys 
are strongly controled by regional structure. Some of valley networks have transitional 
morphology from valleys to meandering channels. This implies involvement of some fluid 
in the valley's enlargement process, unless fluid merely took advantage of pre-existing 
valleys. 

hpping:  fluids: Ground water probably could not have been the agent for removal of 
material because the current surface of Venus is very dry and high temperatures prohibit the 
existence of liquid water. This excludes the existence of water aquifer system in venusian 
crust. Silicate lavas exhibiting very low viscosities at high temperatures, may have 
thermally eroded and removed material along the fractures. Such lavas may produce high 
erosion rates. However at low discharge rates, the lavas would have been quenched too 
quickly to sustain fluidity. They would have solidified rather than acted in removing 
materials. Carbonatites and sulfur are attractive candidates for Venus valley erosion because 
of their low viscosities and low melting temperatures. While these fluids can not thermally 
erode silicate host rock, they can physically remove material. In the case of terrestrial 
sapping processes, the required amount of water to erode the medium would be on the 
order of 102 (unconsolidated sediments) - 105 (consolidated rocks) times more than the 
eroded material [3]. By analogy, if volume of the valleys at lat. 57S0S, long. 165'E is 
about 5x109 - 5xlOlOm3, depending on the depth, the amount of required erosive fluid is 
about 5x101' - 5xl015rn3. The production of such a large amounts of exotic lava may be 
problematic. 

Relative mobilities of lavas through granular medium and fractures: The hierarchical 
complexity for venusian valleys is higher than for lunar vdleys developed in association 
with sinuous rilles. However complexity is lower than that exhibited by martian valley 
networks [2]. The venusian valleys' complexity may be indicative of the process required 
for the fluid movement through host rock medium. It is possible to estimate flow rate (v, 
discharge through a cross-sectional area) of moving fluids through various media by the 
following formula derived from Darcy's Law. 

where k is the permeability of medium, g is the gravity, p is the viscosity of fluid, ps is the 
density of medium and pl is the density of fluid. The fluid motion is driven by the density 
contrast between the lava and medium. The flow rate is a strong function of the 
permeability, which ranges 10-5 - 10-12cm2depending on the medium. From this equation, 
we can compare relative mobilities of various lavas on Venus to that of water on Earth. 
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We assumed that the composition of medium is tholeiitic (ps = 3100 kg/m3), that Venus 
gravity is 8.87 m/s2, and that Earth gravity is 9.8 m/s2. Results are shown in table 1. 

Relative Mobility 
Plava (Pas) Phva (kg/m3) vlava(Venus~water@&) 

Water (Earth, 273°K) 0.002 lo00 
Tholeiite (melting temp.) 35 2700 
Kornatiite (melting temp.) 0.1 2730 
Carbonatite (melting temp.) 0.005 2200 
Sulfur (Venus ambient temp.) 0.04 1600 

The results show that the relative mobilities of various lavas on Venus are much lower than 
terrestrial water. This relative mobility may be correlated with the time scale for venusian 
valley formation by sapping process. Since some of the venusian valleys are an order of 
magnitude bigger than terrestrial sapping valleys, the time scale would have to be 102 - lo6 
times longer than that of terrestrial sapping valleys. 

Alternatively lava may have been mostly transported through wide open fracture system 
rather than through a compacted granular medium. The lava may erode and widen fracture 
walls thermally and mechanically. The lava itself probably widens the fractures by its 
internal pressure. This significantly reduces the distance that the lava has to move through a 
compacted granular medium. The flow rate of the fluid moving through a fracture of width 
(d) and friction coefficient (f) is 

The above equation suggests that viscosity and permeability are not factors affecting the* 
velocity. Therefore, the flow rate contrast between terrestrial water and venusian lava is 
much smaller than in the case movement in a granular medium. This also greatly decreases 
the time scale difference between lava and terrestrial water. 
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